Dual Head Screw Driving Machine

The Standard Features

1. Visumatic Horizontal Power Driver Model VPD-4.2
2. Visumatic Vertical Power Driver Model VPD-4.2
3. Adept Robot for X-Y positioning
4. Four station, rotary indexing table
5. DC torque/angle control and monitoring tools
6. Fixtures by Visumatic for 2 different parts

The Advant-Edge

7. Visumatic internal cylinders - extreme repeatability and accuracy with high bearing surface area. Built better.
8. Horizontal, inverted or vertical applications are all straightforward with the VPD-4.2 System. Built better.
9. Reliable, long-duty-cycle components - we choose our vendors as carefully as you choose yours.
10. When monitoring and control of your assembly process becomes important, your Visumatic system meets your need with flexibility and control.
11. Ease of loading/unloading for the operator, simplicity of maintenance and quick changeovers - features of every Visumatic system. Built better.
12. Sensor packages control the driving cycle.

Innovative Automated Systems
Built Better
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This turnkey, four-station rotary indexing assembly station drives five M6 hex head bolts into heat shields on an exhaust manifold. Horizontal and vertical heads, X-Y robots, rotary indexing tables, torque/angle control - all from your one-stop solutions provider, Visumatic.